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<p><b><font face="Arial,Helvetica">Abstract</font></b></center>
<p><font face="Arial,Helvetica"><b>nbsp;nbsp;nbsp; </b>A scale invariant, selfsimilar atmospheric eddy
continuum exists in the planetary atmospheric boundary layer spanning several orders of magnitude in
scales and gives rise to the observed fractal geometry for the global cloud cover pattern. The global weather
systems are manifestations of the unied atmospheric eddy continuum with inherent mutual global-local
energy exchange and therefore local urban energy/pollution sources have long-range global eects leading
to climate change and environmental degradation. It is shown that the observed scale invariant atmo-
spheric eddy continuum originates from the turbulence scale by the universal period doubling route to
chaos eddy growth phenomenon in the planetary atmospheric boundary layer. The cloud dynamical, mi-
crophysical and electrical parameters are shown to be simple unique functions of turbulence scale energy
generation.</font> <br>nbsp; <br>nbsp; <br> <center> <p><b><font face="Arial,Helvetica">1.nbsp;nbsp;nbsp; In-
troduction</font></b></center>
<p><br> <p><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp;nbsp;nbsp; The weather systems in the downwind of large
industrial complexes are known to be aected by the large quantities of waste heat, moisture, particulate
matter and gaseous pollutants released into the atmosphere from the stacks of industries( Mathews <i>et
al</i>., 1971 ). Investigations relating to the interactions of several atmospheric processes are important
for climate related studies. Recent studies have indicated selfsimilarity in atmospheric processes and its
application for physical processes in the prediction of climate( Mary Selvam, 1986 ). Governing equations
for atmospheric dynamics have been derived and it has been shown that the meso-scale cloud clusters( MCC
) evolve from a semi-permanent hierarchical atmospheric eddy continuum whose energy structure obeys
laws analogous to quantum mechanical laws for the subatomic dynamics. There is selfsimilarity in the dy-
namical properties of turbulent, convective, meso-, synoptic and planetary scales and a red energy cascade
takes place from the turbulence to planetary scales ( Mary Selvam <i>et al</i>.,1984a ). Observations of
thermodynamic properties in the troposphere and stratosphere and measurements of plasma irregularities
in the ionosphere and the magnetosphere indicate the existence of a continuous spectrum of eddies follow-
ing a power law </font><b><font size=+1><font face="Symbol">n</font><sup><font face="Arial,Helvetica">-
</font></sup></font><font face="Arial,Helvetica"><sup>n</sup></font></b><font face="Arial,Helvetica"> where
</font><b><font face="Symbol"><font size=+1>n</font></font></b><font face="Arial,Helvetica"> is the fre-
quency and <b><i>n</i></b> is the exponent ( Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1986 ). Hence, for the understanding
of the physical processes relating to the urban eects on climate related processes, investigations relat-
ing to the dynamics of the atmospheric boundary layer, cloud physical aspects and the coupling of the
troposphere - stratosphere - ionosphere are important. These aspects are briefly discussed in this pa-
per.</font> <br>nbsp; <br>nbsp; <br> <center> <p><b><font face="Arial,Helvetica">2.0nbsp;nbsp;nbsp; Cloud
Model</font></b></center>
<p><br> <p><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp;nbsp;nbsp; In general, convective elements in the atmo-
spheric planetary boundary layer ( <i>PBL</i> ) are frequently organised in bands ( Eymard, 1985 ) indi-
cating the existence of helical vortex rolls ( large eddy ) circulations in the <i>PBL</i> . It is not clear
how such well-organised long-lived circulations are maintained in the dissipative turbulent environment of
the <i>PBL</i> ( Tennekes, 1973 ). In the following model it is shown that, on the contrary, turbulence of
surface frictional origin maintains a semi-permanent hierarchical continuum eddy structure in the <i>PBL</i>
.</font> <br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp;nbsp;nbsp; The mean flow generates turbulent eddies with a
net upward motion at the planetary surface by friction caused by natural and man-made topography and
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vegetation cover. The incessant turbulence scale upward momentum is progressively amplied by decrease
of atmospheric density with height coupled with buoyant energy production from microscale - fractional -
condensation ( <i>MFC</i> ) by deliquescence on hygroscopic nuclei even in an unsaturated environment
( Pruppacher and Klett, 1978 ).nbsp; A large scale upward motion is imparted to the mean flow by the
turbulence scale upward momentum flux and gives rise to the generation of large eddies or vortex roll
circulations in the <i>PBL</i> . A conceptual model of the large eddies in the <i>PBL</i> is given at Fig-
ure 1.</font> <p> <hr> <center> <p><img SRC="Fig1.gif" height=295 width=700> <br>nbsp; <br>nbsp; <p><font
face="Arial,Helvetica">Figure 1 : Eddies in the <i>PBL</i></font></center>
<p><br> <br> <br> <br> <p> <hr> <p><font face="Arial,Helvetica">The turbulent edies are carried upward
on the envelopes of the large eddies. Buoyant turbulent kinetic energy generation by <i>MFC</i> occurs in
the environment of the turbulent eddies and gives rise to the formation of microscale capping inversion (
<i>MCI </i>) layer on the large eddy envelope. The <i>MCI </i>is seen as the rising inversion of the day time
<i>PBL</i> in echosonde and radiosonde records.</font> <br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp;nbsp;nbsp;
Townsend ( 1956 ) has derived the following relationship between the large and turbulent eddy root mean
square ( r.m.s ) circulation speeds <b><i>Wnbsp;</i></b> and <b><i>w<sub>*</sub></i></b>nbsp; and their re-
spective radii <b><i>R</i></b> and <b><i>r</i></b> as follows</font> <center> <p><img SRC="Eq1.gif" height=51
width=136></center>
<div align=right><font face="Arial,Helvetica">(1)</font></div> <font face="Arial,Helvetica"><b><i>W</i></b>
is approximately equal to <b><i>0.25</i></b> for <b><i>R/r = 10</i></b> where <b><i>R/r</i></b> is the length
scale ratio <b><i>z</i></b> . Therefore upward turbulent vetical velocity production at the planetary surface
gives rise to upward propagating large eddies or gravity ( buoyancy ) waves.</font> <br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp;nbsp;
The <i>MCI</i> is a region of vertical mixing since the turbulent eddy fluctuations mix overlying environ-
mental into the large eddy volume. The fractional volume dilution rate <b><i>k</i></b> of the total large
eddy volume by vetical mixing is derived as ( Mary Selvam <i>et al</i>., 1985a ) as</font> <center> <p><img
SRC="Eq2.gif" height=52 width=120></center>
<div align=right><font face="Arial,Helvetica">(2)</font></div>
<p><br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">where <b><i>w<sub>*</sub></i></b> is the turbulent vertical velocity
production by <i>MFC</i> and <b><i>dW</i></b> is the corresponding increase in the large eddy circulation
speed. The value of <b><i>k</i></b> is greater than <b><i>0.5</i></b> for length scale ratio <b><i>z</i></b> less
than <b><i>10</i></b> . Though a continuous spectrum of eddies propagate outward from the planetary sur-
face , only those eddies with length scale ratio greater than or equal to <b><i>10</i></b> can exist as discrete,
identiable, semipermanent entities in the <i>PBL</i>nbsp; since dilution by vertical mixing erases their( large
eddy ) signature for smaller scale ratios. In summary, the <i>PBL</i> contains a semipermanent hierarchical
system of eddies consisting of the convective, meso-, synoptic and planetary scales which evolve basically from
the dominant turbulence scale at successive decadic scale range intervals and is manifested as mesoscale cloud
clusters and cloud rows in global synoptic weather systems. Enhanced condensation inside clouds amplies
the myriads of turbulent eddies and gives rise to cloud top gravity oscillations. Cloud water condensation in
the innumerable turbulent eddies is responsible for the observed cauliflower-like surface granularity of the cu-
mulus cloud. The physical mechanism of growth of the atmospheric buoyancy ( gravity ) waves from turbulent
buoyant energy production is analogous to the conditional instability of the second kind ( CISK ) mechanism
( Holton, 1979 ) where hurricane systems are postulated to derive their energy from convective scale cloud
condensation. Also there is an inherent two-way energy feedback mechanism in the hierarchical system of ed-
dies discussed in this paper and given in Equation 1 which is a statement of the law of conservation of energy,
selfsimilarity and self-consistency in atmospheric processes. The kinetic energy <b><i>E</i></b> of unit volume
of the atmospheric eddy of frequency </font><b><font face="Symbol"><font size=+1>n</font></font></b><font
face="Arial,Helvetica"> may be shown to be equal to <b><i>H</i></b></font><b><font face="Symbol"><font
size=+1>n</font></font></b><font face="Arial,Helvetica"> where <b><i>H</i></b> is the instantaneous spin
angular momentum of unit volume of planetary scale eddy about the earth’s axis. It is further shown ( Mary
Selvam, 1986 ) that the eddy energy spectrum gives the probability density distribution of the eddy eld.
Thus, the physical laws governing eddy dynamics in the macroscopic planetay atmosphere is analogous to
the quantum mechanical laws of the sub-atomic space. Therefore the mesoscale cloud clusters are a visible
macroscale manifestation of the universal quantum mechanical nature of the energy stucture of natural phe-
nomena. The full continuum of atmospheric eddies exist as a unied whole in time and space and contribute
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to the manifested atmospheric phenomena in the global planetary atmosphere and such a concept is similar to
the <i>bootstrap</i> theory of Chew ( 1968 ) and the theory of <i>implicate order</i> envisaged by Bohm ( 1951
).</font> <br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp;nbsp;nbsp; The relationship between the size ( <b><i>R</i></b>
) , time period ( <b><i>T</i></b> ), circulation velocity ( <b><i>W</i></b> ) and energy ( <b><i>E</i></b> ) scales
of the convective ( c ) , meso- ( m ), synoptic ( s ) and planetary ( p ) scale atmospheric eddy system to
the basic turbulence scale ( <b><i>t</i></b> ) is derived from Equation 1 and is given below.</font> <center>
<p><b><i><font face="Arial,Helvetica">R : R<sub>t</sub> = r : 10r : 10 <sup>2</sup>r : 10 <sup>3</sup>r
: 10 <sup>4</sup>r</font></i></b> <br><b><i><font face="Arial,Helvetica">T : t<sub>t</sub> = t : 40t : 40
<sup>2</sup>t : 40 <sup>3</sup>t : 40 <sup>4</sup>t</font></i></b> <br><b><i><font face="Arial,Helvetica">W :
W<sub>t</sub> = w<sub>*</sub> : 0.25w<sub>*</sub> : 0.25 <sup>2</sup>w<sub>*</sub> : 0.25 <sup>3</sup>w<sub>*</sub>
: 0.25 <sup>4</sup>w<sub>*</sub></font></i></b> <br><b><i><font face="Arial,Helvetica">E : E<sub>t</sub> =
</font></i><font face="Symbol"><font size=+1>e</font></font><font face="Arial,Helvetica"> : 62.5 </font><font
face="Symbol"><font size=+1>e</font></font><font face="Arial,Helvetica"> : 62.5 <sup>2</sup></font><font
face="Symbol"><font size=+1>e</font></font><font face="Arial,Helvetica"> : 62.5 <sup>3</sup></font><font
face="Symbol"><font size=+1>e</font></font><font face="Arial,Helvetica"> : 62.5 <sup>4</sup></font><font
face="Symbol"><font size=+1>e</font></font></b></center>
<div align=right><font face="Arial,Helvetica">(3)</font></div>
<p><br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp;nbsp;nbsp; The globally observed quasi-biennial oscillation (
QBO ) and the 20-year cycle in weather patterns ( Burroughs, 1986 ) may possibly result respectively
from the fundamental semi-diurnal atmospheric oscillation ( QBO 12 hrs x 40<sup>2</sup> ) and the
5 - minutes oscillations of the sun’s atmosphere ( 20 years 5 minutes x 40<sup>4</sup> ) ( Equation
3 ). Such a process is analogous to anti-Stokes laser emission triggered by laser pump.</font> <p><i><font
face="Arial,Helvetica">2.1nbsp;nbsp;nbsp; Wind Prole in the PBL</font></i> <br><font face="Arial,Helvetica"><i>nbsp;nbsp;n
</i>The large eddy growth occurs in the vertical across unit cross-section of the large eddy envelope in
length steps <b><i>dR</i></b> equal to the turbulent eddy radius <b><i>r</i></b> since it is during this up-
ward turbulent displacement of air parcels in the <i>MCI</i> that a large eddy circulation velocity increase
<b><i>dW</i></b> per second occurs because of turbulent buoyant energy production by <i>MFC</i> . The
circulation velocitynbsp; <b><i>W</i></b> of a large eddy of radius <b><i>R</i></b> which begins growth from
turbulence scale <b><i>r</i></b> from the planetary surface is therefore obtained from Equation 2 as</font>
<center> <p><img SRC="Eq4.gif" height=53 width=113></center>
<div align=right><font face="Arial,Helvetica">(4)</font></div>
<center><b><i><font face="Arial,Helvetica">k = 0.4 for z = 10</font></i></b></center>
<p><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp;nbsp;nbsp; This is the well known logarithmic wind prole rela-
tionship in the surface <i>ABL</i> and the <i>Von Karman’s</i> constant <b><i>k</i></b> is now dened by the
new theory as representing the fractional volume dilution rate of the large eddy by vertical mixing due to
turbulent eddy fluctuations for a scale ratio of <b><i>10</i></b> . Further, the theory states that the logarith-
mic wind prole relationship prevails throughout the <i>PBL</i> , the absolute value of <b><i>W</i></b> being
determined solely by <i>MFC</i> in the dominant turbulent eddy. Logarithmic spiral airflow tracks ( vortices
) are therefore associated with vortex roll circulations and is consistent with observations ( Hauf, 1985 ). The
atmospheric eddy continuum therefore consists of a hierarchical system of vortices within vortices.</font>
<br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp;nbsp;nbsp; The parcels of air rising up from the surface in the updraft
regions of large eddy circulations get diluted by vertical mixing and only a fraction <b><i>f</i></b> reaches
the normalised height <b><i>z</i></b> and is given by ( Mary Selvam <i>et al</i> ., 1985 ).</font> <br>nbsp;
<br>nbsp; <br> <br> <center> <p><img SRC="Eq5.gif" height=62 width=125></center>
<div align=right><font face="Arial,Helvetica">(5)</font></div>
<center><font face="Arial,Helvetica">Therefore</font> <p><b><i><font face="Arial,Helvetica">W = w<sub>*</sub>
f z</font></i></b></center>
<div align=right><font face="Arial,Helvetica">(6)</font></div>
<p><br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp;nbsp;nbsp; Since the eddy energy is derived from microscale
fractional condensation on hygroscopic nuclei in the troposphere the eddy enegy spectrum is dependent on
the atmospheric nuclei size spectrum. The observed atmospheric nuclei spectra follow the Junge aerosol
size spectrum ( Pruppacher and Klett, 1978 ) and it is shown that the observed aerosol size spectrum
is a natural consequence of the atmospheric eddy continuum ( Ramachandra Murty <i>et al</i> ., 1985
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